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Winner of Parent's Choice Recommended Reading Award for Doing and Learning Books. What to

do when hurt happens. Also details prevention, natural remedies, Ask a Nurse Q&A, Did You

Know? section in each chapter of interesting medical facts and activities such as making first aid kit.
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This was a pretty good book - I almost gave it 4 stars. The book has some useful info and the

advice is sound (based on other 1st aid books I've read), so I don't think it would be a waste of

anyone's money. The stated reading level is 9-12 but I felt it was a little too ambitious for most kids

under 12 and too simple for kids over 12. I read this book to my 7 year old and most of it was over

her head and had too many "steps". MY 12 year old also read it and she too thought there were too

many "steps" in the instructions on what to do in an emergency. The sections in each chapter called

"GET HELP!" were confusing to both kids. If you're looking for a Safety/1st Aid book for someone

under 12 I would highly recommend "The Safety Book for Active Kids" (also sold by ). If the reader

is someone over 12 then a Red Cross First Aid Course and an adult first aid manual might be a

better use of your money.



My 5 year old son loves this book. It was written with an entertaining voice, but also gives the basic

information needed to deal with the variety of physical troubles a little one might meet up with. I

appreciated that the book covers first aid across geographical location. Even those areas that did

not pertain to us, like the ocean or poisonous critters from the South, were interesting to read about.

I'd never thought of the dangers of walking barefoot on the beach before (alas another romanticized

image punctured, as apparently sea urchins or shattering coral can do).It covers:How to make a first

aid kitCuts and stings from sea lifeBee stingsBites from a variety of poisonous and non poisonous

crittersBlistersBloody nosesBurnsChokingCuts,scrapes,bruisesObjects in nose and

earsPoisoningPoison ivy, oak, sumacSprains and Strainsand a few moreWe home school, and this

book made a delightful study unit.

I have 2 young children (ages 5 and 9 yrs old) myself and helping them understand what happens

to their bodies when they hurt themselves is tough to do. Not to mention what to do when they are

injured. Sometimes it is more "scared about the unknown" than anything. This book really helps the

child research and learn how their bodies tell them when they are hurt and how to take care of the

simpler injuries themselves. Plus,the format of the book draws them into learning about their bodies

before an injury occurs. The illustrations are funny and help drive the points home in a kids kind of

way. Great book and my daughter is already trying out the different first aid techniques in advance.

Teach the child and you have taught the adult forever!

When I ordered the book, I expected it to be all cute and colorful inside as it is on the outside. I'm so

disappointed. It's a present for my daughter who's going to love it for the content, but I might let her

color it in if she wants to (I'm pretty sure she will) because it looks too boring with just black and

white. Why didn't they put colored cartoons in it? Like I said, disappointing.

This book is perfect for kids and not bad for adults either. It is very clearly written and has

outstanding illustrations. The health strategies and tips provided are done in the context of

prevention... But things happen, accidents occur, kids get hurt. This book helps you and your

children learn/know what to do in these situations. A fun, interesting, read.

The book was almost brand-new although I bought it "used". It contains fun illustrations and simple

language for elementary school children. I used sections of it to teach my girl scout troop about

basic First Aid.



This book is packed with information in a style that is accessible to kids. It's out of print now, but if

you want to teach your kids basic first aid, it's worth finding a used copy.

My daughter loves. It was better than expected as far as condition. It is very educative for

elementary school kids.
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